YOU PLAY.
WE’LL CLEAN.

LET YOUR POOL
CLEAN ITSELF
Always Swim Ready
Build your pool to clean itself with Cyclean, the automatic infloor cleaning and circulation system. Built directly into the pool
shell, Cyclean is engineered to clean your entire pool, including
walls, floors, steps, benches, and even spas. The nozzles pop
up systematically to clean then retract flush with the pool floor
after the cleaning cycle, becoming virtually invisible. There are no
vacuum hoses left floating in the pool, or mechanical devices to
be removed. All that’s left is a sparkling clean pool that’s ready
to enjoy.
99% Guaranteed Clean & Carefree
Cyclean is custom designed for your unique pool shape,
and is so effective that it will clean 99% of your entire pool,
guaranteed, with minimal maintenance required. In-floor
cleaners considered the most technologically advanced pool
cleaners available and are built to last for the life of your pool.
That’s why Cyclean comes with a lifetime limited warranty on
all cleaning nozzles. It’s just one more way Cyclean gives you
peace of mind and a low maintenance pool.

*99% Clean Guarantee: See cleaning certificate for complete details.

Clean & Virtually Unseen

•

9 9% total pool cleaning guaranteed*,
including steps, benches, spas and
water features

•

C omplete circulation of chemicals
and warm water throughout the pool

•

N o unsightly cleaner to remove from
the pool

•

L ifetime limited warranty on
cleaning nozzles

THE TECHNOLOGY
BEHIND RELAXATION
Powerful Cleaning Cycle
Cyclean’s ratcheting, rotating cleaning nozzles are placed
strategically in your pool floor, steps and benches to work together
to systematically sweep debris out of your pool through the main
drain and skimmer. After about an hour, nearly every square inch
of your pool will have been swept one time. After only a few hours,
your pool will be cleaned. Now all that’s left to do is relax and enjoy
a clean, well circulated pool.
Efficient & Economical
A key benefit of Cyclean’s water-powered hydraulic valve is its
increased performance over traditional mechanical valves. Built
for both single speed and multi-speed pumps, Cyclean uses less
energy and operates with more power each and every cleaning
cycle. It provides enhanced circulation at even the lowest pump
speeds, giving Cyclean unsurpassed performance among
agitation-style in-floor cleaning systems.

•

C yclean’s 12 position ratcheting,
rotating nozzles effectively
cleans the entire pool

•

N ozzles retract flush with the
pool floor and are virtually
invisible when not in use

•

N ozzles come with our
Lifetime Limited Warranty

•

A vailable in 6 colors

ENJOY CLEANER,
HEALTHIER WATER
An Advanced Cleaning & Circulation System
In pools without a Cyclean in-floor system, water circulates near the pool surface, where chemicals and heat are quickly
lost into the atmosphere. This often leads to wasted chemicals, wasted heat energy and several poorly circulated and
algae-prone areas throughout your pool. Cyclean improves circulation with strategically placed cleaning nozzles in
the pool floor, steps and benches that evenly circulate water throughout your pool. This improved circulation has been
proven by independent studies to create cleaner, healthier, and more comfortable pool water, while reducing the loss of
chemicals and heating energy into the atmosphere. This means Cyclean will save you money while it cleans your pool.

Pool without Cyclean in-floor system is poorly
circulated, resulting in chemical and heat energy
loss, as well as algae-prone areas

BENEFITS OF A WELL-CIRCULATED POOL
Complete circulation of water and chemicals throughout the pool
No poorly circulated or algae-prone areas
Eliminates cold spots for more comfortable swimming
Extends the swim season
Saves on chemical and heating costs for the life of the pool
Better for the environment

A SYSTEM OF EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCTS
AUTOMATIC WATER VALVE
CONTROL SYSTEM

ROTATING POP-UP NOZZLES
SWEEP POOL DEBRIS

MDX-R3 DRAIN REMOVES
POOL DEBRIS

Cyclean Automatic Water
Valve functions as the hydraulic
brain of the system, directing a
powerful flow of water to each
set of cleaning nozzles and is
100% pressure safe.

Cyclean rotating cleaning
nozzles sweep debris off pool
floors, steps and benches
towards and into the optional
debris removing MDX-R3
debris drain and skimmer.

The optional MDX-R3* debris
drain effectively removes large
debris from the pool and
into the containment
canister. The SDX2* offers
an additional layer of antientrapment protection and
handles additional suction
requirements.

Watch Cyclean in action at1paramount.com/in-floor-systems/cyclean/
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*

*

LARGE CAPACITY
DEBRIS CANISTERS

VENTURI SKIMMER
COLLECTS SURFACE DEBRIS

Build your pool with the
optional Equipment Side
(EDC) or Deck Side (DDC2)
debris containment canister
to collect large debris before
it reaches the pump basket,
reducing stress and keeping the
pump running efficiently.

The optional ParaskimV
Venturi Skimmer has more
skimming power than any
standard skimmer at low,
energy efficient pump speeds.
Removes more surface debris
and increases debris removal
at the MDX-R3 floor drain.

Warning: MDX-R3 and SDX2 must be installed in accordance with Paramount’s written instruction manual in

conformity with applicable federal, state, local and swimming pool industry building and safety codes.
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SWINGJETS ENHANCE
CLEANING & CIRCULATION
Optional SwingJet ratcheting
wall returns sequentially rotate
in a 90° arc for enhanced
cleaning and circulation from
top to bottom.

Founded in 1964, Paramount Pool & Spa Systems is the
worldwide leader in automatic in-floor cleaning and circulation
systems and water sanitization.
Paramount products are made in America and designed
to make pool ownership the most carefree and enjoyable
experience possible. Our complete line of pool products will
deliver superior results, while paying for themselves over the
lifetime of your pool.
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